
Matisec, create, develop, manufacture and sell chemical protective suits that provide complete,
reliable, secure protection. In accordance with standard EN943-2, Matisec suits allows performing

rescues and other operations in hostile environments with corrosive liquid and gaseous-state
chemicals.

.

CHEMICAL PROTECTIVE SUITS

 

 GR3

The GR3 reusable suit provides protection from liquid and gaseous
chemical products (aerosols, liquids and solid particles). It is a non-
ventilated type 1B suit (gas-tight in accordance with standard
EN943-2) and is designed for use with an external insulating
respiratory system.
 

 

GR3 SOL

The GR3 SOL protective suit provides the same levels of protection
and comfort as the GR3. It also protect the SCBA worn inside the
suit (type 1a)

 

 DM

The DM protective suit is composed of an envelope inside which a
SCBA and its mask (type 1 a) can be used. Its panoramic anti-
condensation visor gives the user a very wide angle of vision when
looking up or down.
 

 

 KI GV

The KI GV protective suit, like the DM version, allows the user to
wear a respiratory system and mask (type 1 a). An integrated
helmet protects the user’s head from shocks with no need further
protection. A panoramic anti-condensation visor provides a very
wide angle of vision when looking up or down.
 



 

 LS

The LS protective suit is a specific type 1b model in conformity
with standard EN943-1. It is made of material that is particularly
resistant to ammonia and chlorine. The suit is equipped with
permanently attached boots and gloves and can be put on quickly
and easily. Also meets SOLAS (merchant marine) standards.
 

 

 ULM

ULM protective suits are manufactured and assembled using
technologies different from those used for elastomeric suits. They
are composed of multilayer films that guarantee conformity with
standard EN943 type 1a while also providing a flexible, light-
weight garment.
 

 

ERGOLIER SUIT

The Ergolier suit has been specially designed to ensure protection
during use and manipulation of special product like fuel for
satellites and Rocket (Ergol, Hydrazine…)
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